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Abstract

For machine agents to successfully interact with humans in real-world settings, they will need to develop an understanding of human mental life. Intuitive psychology, the ability to reason about hidden mental variables that drive observable actions, comes naturally to people: even pre-verbal infants can tell agents from objects, expecting agents to act efficiently to achieve goals given constraints. Despite recent interest in machine agents that reason about other agents, it is not clear if such agents learn or hold the core psychology principles that drive human reasoning. Inspired by cognitive development studies on intuitive psychology, we present a benchmark consisting of a large dataset of procedurally generated 3D animations, AGENT (Action, Goal, Efficiency, coNstraint, uTility), structured around four scenarios (goal preferences, action efficiency, unobserved constraints, and cost-reward trade-offs) that probe key concepts of core intuitive psychology. We validate AGENT with human-ratings, propose an evaluation protocol emphasizing generalization, and compare two strong baselines built on Bayesian inverse planning and a Theory of Mind neural network. Our results suggest that to pass the designed tests of core intuitive psychology at human levels, a model must acquire or have built-in representations of how agents plan, combining utility computations and core knowledge of objects and physics.¹

1. Introduction

In recent years, there has been a growing interest in building socially-aware agents that can interact with humans in the real world (Dautenhahn, 2007; Sheridan, 2016; Puig et al., 2020). This requires agents that understand the motivations and actions of their human counterparts, an ability that comes naturally to people. Humans have an early-developing intuitive psychology, the ability to reason about other people’s mental states from observed actions. From infancy, we can easily differentiate agents from objects, expecting agents to not only follow physical constraints, but also to act efficiently to achieve their goals given constraints. Even pre-verbal infants can recognize other people’s costs and rewards, infer unobserved constraints given partially observed actions, and predict future actions (Baillargeon et al., 2016; Gergely & Csibra, 2003; Liu et al., 2017; Woodward, 1998). This early core psychological reasoning develops with limited experience, yet generalizes to novel agents and situations, and forms the basis for commonsense psychological reasoning later in life.

Like human infants, it is critical for machine agents to develop an adequate capacity of understanding human minds, in order to successfully engage in social interactions. Recent work has demonstrated promising results towards building agents that can infer the mental states of others (Baker et al., 2017; Rabinowitz et al., 2018), predict people’s future actions (Kong & Fu, 2018), and even work with human partners (Rozo et al., 2016; Carroll et al., 2019). However, to
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date there has been a lack of rigorous evaluation benchmarks for assessing how much artificial agents learn about core psychological reasoning, and how well their learned representations generalize to novel agents and environments.

In this paper, we present AGENT (Action, Goal, Efficiency, coNstraint, uTility), a benchmark for core psychology reasoning inspired by experiments in cognitive development that probe young children’s understanding of intuitive psychology. AGENT consists of a large-scale dataset of 3D animations of an agent moving under various physical constraints and interacting with various objects. These animations are organized into four categories of trials, designed to probe a machine learning model’s understanding of key situations that have served to reveal infants’ intuitive psychology, testing their attributions of goal preferences (Figure 1A; Woodward 1998), action efficiency (Figure 1B; Gergely et al. 1995), unobserved constraints (Figure 1C; Csibra et al. 2003), and cost-reward trade-offs (Figure 1D; Liu et al. 2017). As we detail in Section 3.1, each scenario is based on previous developmental studies, and is meant to test a combination of underlying key concepts in human core psychology. These scenarios cover the early understanding of agents as self-propelled physical entities that value some states of the world over others, and act to maximize their rewards and minimize costs subject to constraints. In addition to this minimal set of concepts, a model may also need to understand other concepts to pass a full battery of core intuitive psychology, including perceptual access and intuitive physics. Although this minimal set does not include other concepts of intuitive psychology such as false belief, it is considered part of ‘core psychology’ in young children who cannot yet pass false belief tasks, and forms the building blocks for later concepts like false belief.

Like experiments in many infant studies, each trial has two phases: in the familiarization phase, we show one or more videos of a particular agent’s behavior in certain physical environments to a model; then in the test phase, we show the model a video of the behavior of the same agent in a new environment, which either is ‘expected’ or ‘surprising,’ given the behavior of the agent in familiarization. The model’s task is to judge how surprising the agent’s behaviors in the test videos are, based on what the model has learned or inferred about the agent’s actions, utilities, and physical constraints from watching the familiarization video(s). We validate AGENT with large-scale human-rating trials, showing that on average, adult human observers rate the ‘surprising’ test videos as more surprising than the ‘expected’ test videos.

Unlike typical evaluation for Theory of Mind reasoning (Rabinowitz et al., 2018), we propose an evaluation protocol focusing on generalization. We expect models to perform well not only in test trials similar to those from training, but also in test trials that require generalization to different physical configurations within the same scenario, or to other scenarios. We compare two strong baselines for Theory of Mind reasoning: (i) Bayesian Inverse Planning and Core Knowledge, which combines Bayesian inverse planning (Baker et al., 2017) with physical simulation (Battaglia et al., 2013), and (ii) ToMnet-G, which extends the Theory of Mind neural network (Rabinowitz et al., 2018). Our experimental results show that ToMnet-G can achieve reasonably high accuracy when trained and tested on trials of similar configurations or of the same scenario, but faces a strong challenge of generalizing to different physical situations, or a different but related scenario. In contrast, due to built-in representations of planning, objects, and physics, BIPaCK achieves a stronger performance on generalization both within and across scenarios. This demonstrates that AGENT poses a useful challenge for building models that achieve core psychological reasoning via learned or built-in representations of agent behaviors that integrate utility computations, object representations, and intuitive physics.

In summary, our contributions are: (i) a new benchmark on core psychological reasoning consisting of a large-scale dataset inspired by infant cognition and validated by human trials, (ii) a comprehensive comparison of two strong baseline models that extends prior approaches for mental state reasoning, and (iii) a generalization-focused evaluation protocol. We plan to release the dataset and the code for data generation.

2. Related Work

Machine Social Perception. While there has been a long and rich history in machine learning concerning human behavior recognition (Aggarwal & Ryoo, 2011; Caba Heilbron et al., 2015; Poppe, 2010; Choi & Savarese, 2013; Shu et al., 2015; Ibrahim et al., 2016; Sigurdsson et al., 2018; Fouhey et al., 2018) and forecasting (Kitani et al., 2012; Koppula & Saxena, 2013; Alahi et al., 2016; Kong & Fu, 2018; Liang et al., 2019), prior work has typically focused on classifying and/or predicting motion patterns. However, the kind of core psychological reasoning evaluated in AGENT emphasizes mental state reasoning. This objective is loosely aligned with agent modeling in work on multi-agent cooperation or competition (Albrecht & Stone, 2018), where a machine agent attempts to model another agent’s type, defined by factors such as intentions (Mordatch & Abbeel, 2018; Puig et al., 2020), rewards (Abbeel & Ng, 2004; Ziebart et al., 2008; Hadfield-Menell et al., 2016; Shu & Tian, 2018), or policies (Sadigh et al., 2016; Kleiman-Weiner et al., 2016; Nikolaidis et al., 2017; Lowe et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2020; Xie et al., 2020). In addition, the recent interest in value alignment (Hadfield-Menell et al., 2016) is also essentially about learning key aspects of intuitive psychology, includ-
ing goal preferences, rewards, and costs. Here, we present a rigorously designed and human-validated dataset for benchmarking a machine agent’s ability to model aspects of other agents’ mental states that are core to human intuitive psychology. These protocols can be used in future work to build and test models that reason and learn about other minds the way that humans do.

**Synthetic Datasets for Machine Perception.** Empowered by graphics and physics simulation engines, there have been synthetic datasets for various problems in machine scene understanding (Zitnick et al., 2014; Ros et al., 2016; Johnson et al., 2017; Song et al., 2017; Xia et al., 2018; Ricochet et al., 2018; Jiang et al., 2018; Groth et al., 2018; Crosby et al., 2019; Yi et al., 2019; Bakhtin et al., 2019; Nan et al., 2020; Netanyahu et al., 2021). Many of these datasets focusing on social perception are either built using simple 2D cartoons (Zitnick et al., 2014; Gordon, 2016; Netanyahu et al., 2021), or focus on simpler reasoning tasks (Cao et al., 2020). Concurrent with this paper, Gandhi et al. 2021 have proposed a benchmark, BIB (Baby Intuitions Benchmark), for probing a model’s understanding of other agents’ goals, preferences, actions in maze-like environments. The tests proposed in AGENT have conceptual overlap with BIB, with three key differences: First, in addition to the common concepts tested in both benchmarks (goals, preferences, and actions), the scenarios in AGENT probe concepts such as unobserved constraints and cost-reward trade-offs, whereas BIB focuses on the instrumentality of actions (e.g., using a sequence of actions to make an object reachable before getting it). Second, trials in AGENT simulate diverse physical situations, including ramps, platforms, doors, and bridges, while BIB contains scenes that require more limited knowledge of physical constraints: mazes with walls. Third, the evaluation protocol for AGENT emphasizes generalization across different scenarios and types of trials, while BIB focuses on whether intuitive psychology concepts can be learned and utilized from a single large training set in the first place. BIB also provides baseline models that build on raw pixels or object masks, while our baseline models address the separate challenges presented by AGENT and focus more on incorporating the core knowledge of objects and physics into the psychological reasoning. We see that AGENT and BIB provide complementary tools for benchmarking machine agents’ core psychology reasoning, and relevant models could make use of both.

**Few-shot Imitation Learning.** The two-phase setup of the trials in AGENT resembles few-shot imitation learning (Duan et al., 2017; Finn et al., 2017; Yu et al., 2018; James et al., 2018; Huang et al., 2019; Silver et al., 2020), where the objective is to imitate expert policies on multiple tasks based on a set of demonstrations. This is critically different from the objective of our benchmark, which is to assess how well models infer the mental states of a particular agent from a single or few familiarization videos, and predict the same agent’s behavior in a different physical situation.

### 3. AGENT Dataset

#### 3.1. Overview

Figure 2 summarizes the design of trials in AGENT, which groups trials into four scenarios. All trials have two phases: (i) a familiarization phase showing one or multiple videos of the typical behaviors of a particular agent, and (ii) a test phase showing a single video of the same agent either in a new physical situation (the Goal Preference, Action Efficiency and Cost-Reward Trade-offs scenarios) or the same video as familiarization but revealing a portion of the scene that was previously occluded (Unobserved Constraints). Each test video is either expected or surprising. In an expected test video, the agent behaves consistently with its actions from the familiarization video(s) (e.g. pursues the same goal, acts efficiently with respect to its constraints, and maximizes rewards), whereas in a surprising test video, the agent aims for a goal inconsistent with its actions from the familiarization videos, achieves its goal inefficiently, or violates physics. Each scenario has several variants, including both basic versions replicating stimuli used in infant studies, and additional types with new setups of the physical scenes, creating more diverse scenarios and enabling harder tests of generalization.

**Scenario 1: Goal Preferences.** This subset of trials probes if a model understands that an agent chooses to pursue a particular goal object based on its preferences, and that pursuing the same goal could lead to different actions in new physical situations, following Woodward (1998). Each trial includes one familiarization video and a test video, where two distinct objects (with different shapes and colors) are placed on either side of an agent. For half of the test videos, the positions of the objects change from familiarization to test. During familiarization, the agent prefers one object over the other, and always goes to the preferred object. In an expected test video, the agent goes to the preferred object regardless of where it is, whereas in a surprising test video, the agent goes to the less preferred object. A good model should expect a rational agent to pursue its preferred object at test, despite the varying physical conditions. To show a variety of configurations and thus control for low level heuristics, we define four types of trials for the Goal Preferences scenario (Figure 2), that vary the relative cost to pursue either one of the goal objects in the familiarization video and the test video. In Type 1.1 and Type 1.2, reaching either one of the objects requires the same effort as during familiarization, whereas in Type 1.3 and Type 1.4, the agent needs to overcome a harder obstacle to reach its preferred object. In Type 1.1 and Type 1.3, the agent needs to overcome the same obstacle to reach either object in the
**Scenario 2: Action Efficiency.** This task evaluates if a model understands that a rational agent is physically constrained by the environment and tends to take the most efficient action to reach its goal given its particular physical constraints (e.g., walls or gaps in the floor). This means that an agent may not follow the same path for the same goal if the physical environment is no longer the same as before. In the familiarization video, we show an agent taking an efficient path to reach a goal object given the constraints. In Type 2.1, that constraint is removed, and at test, agent takes a more efficient path (expected), or takes the same path as it had with the constraint in place (surprising). Types 2.2-4 further extend this scenario by ensuring that a model cannot use the presence of the obstacle to infer that an agent should jump by placing the obstacle out of the way (2.2), using a smaller obstacle (2.3), or introducing a door or a bridge into the obstacle (2.4). By introducing a surprising path in which the agent moves through the wall, Type 2.5 ensures that the model is not simply ignoring constraints and predicting that the closest path to a straight line is the most reasonable.

**Scenario 3: Unobserved Constraints.** By assuming that agents tend to take the most efficient action to reach their goals (Scenarios 1-2), infants are also able to infer hidden obstacles based on agents’ actions. Specifically, after seeing an agent that performs a costly action (e.g., jumps up and lands behind an occluder), infants can infer that there must be an unobserved physical constraint (e.g., a obstacle behind the occluder) that explains this action (Csibra et al., 2003). To evaluate if a model can reason about hidden constraints in this way, we designed two types of trials for Scenario 3. In both types of trials, we show an agent taking curved paths to reach a goal object (either by jumping vertically or moving horizontally), but the middle of the agent’s path is hidden behind an occluder (the wall appearing in the middle of the familiarization video in Figure 2C). In these videos, the occluder partially hides the agent from view, and it is clear that the agent is deviating from a straight path towards its goal. In the test videos, the occluder falls after the agent reaches goal object, potentially revealing the...
unseen physical constraints. Similar to Csibra et al. (2003), in the expected video, the occluder falls to reveal an obstacle that justifies the action that the agent took as efficient; in the surprising video, the occluder falls to reveal an obstacle that makes the observed actions appear inefficient. The videos of Type 3.2 control for the absence of an object behind the occluder being a signal for surprise by revealing an obstacle that nonetheless makes the agent’s actions inefficient (a smaller wall that the agent could have leapt over or moved around with less effort, or a wall with a doorway that the agent could have passed through).

**Scenario 4: Cost-Reward Trade-offs.** Scenario 1 requires reasoning about preferences over different goal states, and Scenarios 2 and 3 require reasoning about cost functions and physical constraints. However, infants can do more than reason about agents’ goals and physically grounded costs in isolation. They can also infer what goal objects agents prefer from observing the level of cost they willingly expend for their goals (Liu et al., 2017). To succeed here, infants need to understand that agents plan actions based on utility, which can be decomposed into positive rewards and negative costs (Jara-Ettinger et al., 2016). Rational action under this framework thus requires agents (and observers of their actions) to trade off the rewards of goal states against the costs of reaching those goal states. Following experiments designed to probe infants’ understanding of rewards and costs (Liu et al., 2017), we construct two types of trials for Scenario 4. Here we show the agent acting towards each of two goal objects under two different physical situations (four familiarization videos in total). In the first two familiarization videos, the agent overcomes an obstacle with a medium difficulty (a wall/platform/ramp with a medium height, or a chasm with a medium width) to reach the object that it likes more, but gives up when the obstacle becomes too difficult (e.g., the maximum height or width). In the remaining two familiarization videos, the agent overcomes an easy obstacle to reach the less preferred object, but decides not to pursue the same object when there is a medium-difficulty obstacle. During the testing phase, both objects are present in the scene for the first time. The agent goes to the more preferred object in the expected video, but goes to the less preferred object in the surprising video. Type 4.1 shows no obstacles, or obstacles of the same difficulty, between the agent and the two objects in the test videos. In Type 4.2, a more difficult obstacle is placed between the agent and the less preferred object at test. In both cases, a rational agent will tend to choose the object it likes more, which requires either the same amount of action cost to reach as the less preferred object (Type 4.1) or even less action cost than the less preferred object (Type 4.2). The key question is whether the model can infer this preference from the familiarization videos, and generalize it to the test video.

We introduce the human inductive biases in these four scenarios for two main reasons: (1) Human inductive biases are useful starting points for machine models, likely to help find better reward/cost functions than the ones based on raw states, and improve sample efficiency. Prior work on inverse reinforcement learning emphasizes the importance of human inductive biases for engineering useful features for the reward functions, such as the “known features” assumption in (Abbeel & Ng, 2004). (2) Even if an AI can find a good, non-human-like reward function without human biases, a machine agent that successfully interacts with people needs to predict and reason about human intuition (Hadfield-Menell et al., 2016). In such cases, inductive biases serve as common ground to promote mutual understanding.

### 3.2. Procedural Generation

To generate each trial, we first sample a physical scene graph for each familiarization and test video that satisfies the constraints specified for each trial type. In this scene graph, we define the number, types, and sizes of obstacles (e.g., walls, ramps, etc.), the texture of the floor (out of 8 types), the texture of the background wall (out of 3 types), as well as the shapes, colors, sizes, and the initial positions of the agent and all objects. We then instantiate the scene graph in an open sourced 3D simulation environment, TDW (Gan et al., 2020). We define the goal of the agent in each trial by randomly assign preferences of objects to the agent, and simulate the agent’s path through the environment using (i) hand-crafted motion heuristics such as predefined way points and corresponding actions (i.e., walking, jumping, climbing) to reach each way point in order to overcome an obstacle of certain type and size, and (ii) a gaze turning motion that is naturally aligned with behaviors such as looking at the surrounding at beginning and looking forward while moving. We sample object shapes and obstacles from the set depicted in Figure 3. Note that agent shapes are always sampled from the sphere, cone, and cube subset.

### 3.3. Dataset Structure

There are 8400 videos in AGENT. Each video lasts from 5.6 s to 25.2 s, with a frame rate of 35 fps. With these videos, we constructed 3360 trials in total, divided into 1920 training trials, 480 validation trials, and 960 testing trials (or 480 pairs of expected and surprising testing trials, where each
Figure 4. Overview of the generative model for BIPaCK. The dashed arrow indicates extracting states via the ground-truth or a perception model.

pair shares the same familiarization video(s)). All training and validation trials only contain expected test videos.

In the dataset, we provide RGB-D frames, instance segmentation maps, and the camera parameters of the videos as well as the 3D bounding boxes of all entities recorded from the TDW simulator. We categorize entities into three classes: agent, object, and obstacle, which are also available. For creating consistent identities of the objects in a trial, we define 8 distinct colors and assign the corresponding color codes of the objects in the ground-truth information as well.

3.4. Dataset Usage

As our experimental results in Section 5.4 show, training from scratch on just our dataset will not work. Instead, we suggest that to pass the tests, it is necessary to acquire additional knowledge, either via inductive biases in the architectures, or from training on additional data. Specifically, learning within this dataset may focus on extracting and representing (1) the dynamic 3D scenes, and (2) the agent properties in the familiarization trials. Additional training may follow a modular paradigm (training different model components such as perception, or planning on other datasets), or a finetuning paradigm (model components trained on other datasets could be finetuned with our training trials).

4. Baseline Methods

We propose two strong baseline methods for the benchmark built on well-known approaches to Theory of Mind reasoning. We provide a sketch of both methods here, and discuss implementation details in the supplementary material.

4.1. Bayesian Inverse Planning and Core Knowledge

The core idea of Bayesian inverse planning is to infer hidden mental states (such as goals, preferences, and beliefs), through a generative model of an agent’s plans (Baker et al., 2017). Combined with core knowledge of physics (Baillargeon, 1996; Spelke et al., 1992), powered by simulation (Battaglia et al., 2013), we propose the Bayesian Inverse Planning and Core Knowledge (BIPaCK) model.

We first devise a generative model that integrates physics simulation and planning (Figure 4). Given the frame of the current step, we extract the entities (the agent, objects, and obstacles) and their rough state information (3D bounding boxes and color codes), either based on the ground-truth provided in AGENT, or on results from a perception model. We then recreate an approximated physical scene in a physics engine that is different from TDW (here we use PyBullet; Coumans & Bai 2016–2019). In particular, all obstacle entities are represented by cubes, and all objects and the agent are recreated as spheres. As the model has no access to the ground-truth parameters of the physical simulation in the procedural generation, nor any prior knowledge about the mental states of the agents, it has to propose a hypothesis of the physics parameters (coordinate transformation, global forces such as gravity and friction, and densities of entities), and a hypothesis of the agent parameters (the rewards of objects and the cost function of the agent). Given these inferred parameters, the planner (based on RRT∗; Karaman et al. 2011) samples a trajectory accordingly.

We define the generative model as

\[ G(S^0, \Phi, \Theta) \]

where

\[ S^0 = \{s^0_i\}_{i=1}^N \]

is the initial state of a set of entities, \( N \), and \( \Phi \) and \( \Theta \) are the parameters for the physics engine and the agent respectively. In particular, \( \Theta = (R, w) \), where \( R = \{r_g\}_{g \in G} \) indicates the agent’s reward placed over a goal object \( g \in G \), and \( C(s_g, s_{g}^t) = w^T \Gamma \) is the cost function for the agent, parameterized as the weighted sum of the force needed to move the agent from its current state \( s_a \) to the next state \( s_a' \). The generative model samples a trajectory in the next \( T \) steps from \( S^0 \), \( \hat{\Gamma} = \{s_{a}'\}_{t=1}^T \), to jointly maximize the reward and minimize the cost, i.e.,

\[
\hat{\Gamma} = G(S^0, \Phi, \Theta) = \arg \max_{\Gamma} \sum_{t=0}^{T-1} r_g \delta(s_g^T, s_g) - \sum_{t=0}^{T-1} C(s_g, s_g') \]

where \( \delta(s_g^T, s_g) = 1 \) if the final state of the agent \( (s_g^T) \) reaches goal object \( g \) whose state is \( s_g \), otherwise \( \delta(s_g^T, s_g) = 0 \). Note that we assume object-oriented goals for all agents as a built-in inductive bias. Based on Eq. (1), we can define the likelihood of observing an agent trajectory based on given parameters and the initial state as

\[
P(\Gamma|S^0, \Phi, \Theta) = e^{-\beta D(\Gamma, \hat{\Gamma})} = e^{-\beta D(\Gamma, G(S^0, \Phi, \Theta))},
\]

where \( D \) is the euclidean distance between two trajectories\(^2\), and \( \beta = 0.2 \) adjusts the optimality of an agent’s behavior.

The training data is used to calibrate the parameters in BIPaCK. Given all \( N_{train} \) trajectories and the corresponding

\(^2\)As two trajectories may have different lengths, we adopt dynamic time wrapping (Berndt & Clifford, 1994) for computing the distance.
We extend ToMnet (Rabinowitz et al., 2018) to tackle the more challenging setting of AGENT, creating the second baseline model, ToMnet-G (see Figure 5). Like the original ToMnet, the network encodes the familiarization video(s) to obtain a character embedding for a particular agent, which is then combined with the embedding of the initial state to predict the expected trajectory of the agent. The surprise rating of a given test video is defined by the deviation between the predicted trajectory $\hat{\Gamma}$ and the observed trajectory $\Gamma$ in the test video. We extended ToMnet by using a graph neural network (GNN) to encode the states, where we represent all entities (including obstacles) as nodes. The input of a node includes its entity class (agent, object, obstacle), bounding box, and color code. We pass the embedding of the agent node to the downstream modules to obtain the character embedding $e_{\text{char}}$ and the mental state embedding $e_{\text{mental}}$. We train the network using a mean squared error loss on the trajectory prediction: $L(\hat{\Gamma}, \Gamma) = \frac{1}{T} \sum_{t=1}^{T} || \hat{x}^t - x^t ||^2$.

To ensure that ToMnet-G can be applied to trials in Unobserved Constraints consistent with how it is applied to trials in other scenarios, we reconstruct the familiarization video and the initial state of the test video, using the same reconstruction method in Section 4.1. After the reconstruction, we can use the network to predict the expected trajectory for computing the surprise rating. Here, we use the reconstructed trajectory for calculating the surprise rating.

### 5. Experiments

#### 5.1. Evaluation Metric

Following Riochet et al. (2018), we define a metric based on relative surprise ratings. For a paired set of $N_+$ surprising test videos and $N_-$ expected test videos (which share the same familiarization video(s)), we obtain two sets of surprise ratings, $\{r_i^+\}_{i=1}^{N_+}$ and $\{r_i^-\}_{i=1}^{N_-}$ respectively. Accuracy is then defined as the percentage of the correctly ordered pairs of ratings: $\frac{1}{N_+ + N_-} \sum_{i=1}^{N_+} \sum_{j=1}^{N_-} I(r_i^+ > r_j^-)$.

#### 5.2. Experiment 1: Human Baseline

To validate the trials in AGENT and to estimate human baseline performance for the AGENT benchmark, we conducted an experiment in which people watched familiarization videos and then rated the relevant test videos on a sliding scale for surprise (from 0, ‘not at all surprising’ to 100, ‘extremely surprising’). We randomly sampled 240 test trials (i.e., 25% of the test set in AGENT) covering all types of trials and obstacles. We recruited 300 participants from Amazon Mechanical Turk, and each trial was rated by 10 participants. The participants gave informed consent, and the experiment was approved by an institutional review board. Participants only viewed one of either the ‘expected’ or ‘surprising’ variants of a scene.

We found that the average human rating of each surprising video was always significantly higher than that of the corresponding expected video, resulting in a 100% accuracy when using ratings from an ensemble of human observers. To estimate the accuracy of a single human observer, we adopted the same metric defined in Section 5.1, where we first standardized the ratings of each participant so that they are directly comparable to the ratings from other participants. We report the human performance in Table 1.
Table 1. Human and model performance. The ‘All’ block reports results based on models trained on all scenarios, whereas ‘G1’ and ‘G2’ report model performance on ‘G1: leave one type out’ and ‘G2: leave one scenario out’ generalization tests. Here, G1 trains a separate model for each scenario using all but one type of trials in that scenario, and evaluates it on the held out type; G2 trains a single model on all but one scenario and evaluates it on the held out scenario. Blue numbers show where ToMnet-G generalizes well (performance > .8). Red numbers show where it performs at or below chance (performance ≤ .5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Goal Preferences</th>
<th>Action Efficiency</th>
<th>Unobs.</th>
<th>Cost-Reward</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4</td>
<td>2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5</td>
<td>3.1 3.2</td>
<td>4.1 4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>All</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human</td>
<td>Human</td>
<td>.95 .95 .92 .97 .95</td>
<td>.87 .93 .86 .95 .94</td>
<td>.88 .94 .92</td>
<td>.82 .91 .87 .91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ToMnet-G</td>
<td>ToMnet-G</td>
<td>.57 1.0 .67 1.0 .84</td>
<td>.95 1.0 .95 1.0 1.0</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td>.93 .87 .89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIPaCK</td>
<td>BIPaCK</td>
<td>.97 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td></td>
<td>.93 .88 .90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G1</td>
<td>ToMnet-G</td>
<td>.50 1.0 .63 .88 .75</td>
<td>.90 .75 .45 .90 .05</td>
<td>.66</td>
<td>.58 .77 .69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BIPaCK</td>
<td>.93 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td></td>
<td>.93 .82 .86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2</td>
<td>ToMnet-G</td>
<td>.37 1.0 .63 .88 .71</td>
<td>.35 .60 .75 .68 .85</td>
<td>.65</td>
<td>.65 .80 .73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BIPaCK</td>
<td>.93 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td></td>
<td>.88 .85 .87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3. Experiment 2: Evaluation on Seen Scenarios and Types

Table 1 summarizes human performance and the performance of the two methods when the models are trained and tested on all types of trials within all four scenarios. Note that all results reported in the main paper are based on the ground-truth state information. We report the model performance based on the states extracted from a perception model in the supplementary material. When given ground-truth state information, BIPaCK performs well on all types of trials, on par or even better than the human baseline. ToMnet-G also has a high overall accuracy when tested on all trial types it has seen during training, but performs less evenly across types within a scenario compared to BIPaCK, mostly due to overfitting certain patterns in some types. E.g., in Type 1.2 and 1.4, the agent always moves away from the object when it needs to overcome a high cost obstacle during the test phase, so ToMnet-G uses that cue to predict the agent’s behavior, rather than reasoning about agent’s costs and preferences given the familiarization videos (these are the kind of heuristics controls are designed to rule out in infant studies). The correlation between BIPaCK’s accuracy and the human performance on different types is 0.55, versus a correlation of 0.06 between ToMnet-G and the human performance.

5.4. Experiment 3: Generalization Tests

We conduct four types of generalization tests. The first trains a separate model for each scenario using all but one type of trials in that scenario, and evaluates it on the held out type (‘G1: leave one type out’). The second trains a single model on all but one scenario and evaluates it on the held out scenario (‘G2: leave one scenario out’). The third trains a model on a single trial type within a scenario and evaluates it on the remaining types of the same scenario (‘G3: single type’). The fourth trains a model on a single scenario and evaluates it on the other three scenarios (‘G4: single scenario’).

We compare the performance of the two models on these four generalization tests in Table 1 (G1 and G2), Figure 6 (G3), and Figure 7 (G4). In general, we find little change in BIPaCK’s performance in various generalization conditions. The largest performance drop of BIPaCK comes from Type 2.3 (highlighted in magenta boxes in Figure 6B), where the distribution of the parameters estimated from the training trials has a significant effect on the trajectory prediction (e.g., the model mistakenly predicts going around the wall, instead of the ground truth trajectory of jumping over the wall, due to an inaccurately learned cost function). In cases wherein this cost function was mis-estimated, BIPaCK still does adjust its beliefs in the correct direction with familiarization; if it does not adjust its posterior using the familiarization video(s) (Eq. 4), there would be a further 10-15% performance drop. ToMnet-G, on the other hand, performs well in only a few generalization conditions (e.g., results highlighted in blue in Table 1 and in Figure 6A, and Figure 7A). There are two main challenges that ToMnet-G faces (highlighted in red in Table 1, Figure 6A, and Figure 7A): (i) predicting trajectories in unfamiliar physical situations; and (ii) reliably computing costs and rewards that are grounded to objects and physics. These results complement the findings about the performance of ToMnet-based models reported in Gandhi et al. 2021, suggesting that current model-free methods like ToMnet have a limited capacity for (i) inferring agents’ mental states from a small number of familiarization videos, and (ii) generalizing the knowledge of the agents to novel situations. We report comprehensive results in the supplementary material.
Figure 6. Performance of TomNet-G (A) and BIPaCK (B) on the ‘G3: single type’ test. This test trains a model on a single trial type within a scenario and evaluates it on the remaining types of the same scenario. Blue boxes show good generalization from TomNet-G (off-diagonal performance >.8), whereas red boxes show where it performs at or below chance (off-diagonal performance ≤.5); magenta boxes show failures of BIPaCK (off-diagonal performance <.8).

Figure 7. Performance of TomNet-G (A) and BIPaCK (B) on the ‘G4: single scenario’ test. This test trains a model on a single scenario and evaluates it on the other three scenarios. GP, AE, UC, and CT represent Goal Preferences, Action Efficiency, Unobserved Constraints, and Cost-Reward Trade-offs respectively. Blue boxes show good generalization from TomNet-G (off-diagonal performance >.8, comparable to the performance when trained on the full training set), whereas red boxes show where it performs at or below chance (off-diagonal performance ≤.5).

6. Conclusion

We propose AGENT, a benchmark for core psychology reasoning, which consists of a large-scale dataset of cognitively inspired tasks designed to probe machine agents’ understanding of key concepts of intuitive psychology in four scenarios – Goal Preferences, Action Efficiency, Unobserved Constraints, and Cost-Reward Trade-offs. We validate our tasks with a large-scale set of empirical ratings from human observers, and propose several evaluation procedures that require generalization both within and across scenarios. For the proposed tasks in the benchmark, we build two baseline models (BIPaCK and TomNet-G) based on existing approaches, and compare their performance on AGENT to human performance. Overall, we find that BIPaCK achieves a better performance than TomNet-G, especially in tests of strong generalization.

Our benchmark presents exciting opportunities for future research on machine commonsense on intuitive psychology. For instance, while BIPaCK outperforms TomNet-G in almost all conditions, it also requires an accurate reconstruction of the 3D state and a built-in model of the physical dynamics, which will not necessarily be available in real world scenes. It is an open question whether we can learn generalizable inverse graphics and physics simulators on which BIPaCK rests. There has been work on this front (e.g., Piloto et al. 2018; Riochet et al. 2020; Wu et al. 2017), from which probabilistic models built on human core knowledge of physics and psychology could potentially benefit. On the other hand, without many built-in priors, TomNet-G demonstrates promising results when trained and tested on similar scenarios, but it still lacks a strong generalization capacity both within scenarios and across them. Generalization could be potentially improved with more advanced architectures, or pre-training on a wider variety of physical scenes to learn a more general purpose simulator. These open areas for improvement suggest that AGENT is a well-structured diagnostic tool for developing better models of intuitive psychology.
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